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Abstract: We revisit here the naturalness problem of Lorentz invariance violations on
a simple toy model of a scalar eld coupled to a fermion eld via a Yukawa interaction.
We rst review some well-known results concerning the low-energy percolation of Lorentz
violation from high energies, presenting some details of the analysis not explicitly discussed
in the literature and discussing some previously unnoticed subtleties. We then show how
a separation between the scale of validity of the eective eld theory and that one of
Lorentz invariance violations can hinder this low-energy percolation. While such protection
mechanism was previously considered in the literature, we provide here a simple illustration
of how it works and of its general features. Finally, we consider a case in which dissipation
is present, showing that the dissipative behaviour does not percolate generically to lower
mass dimension operators albeit dispersion does. Moreover, we show that a scale separation
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1 Introduction
Symmetries play a fundamental role in theoretical physics. In particular, spacetime sym-
metries are at the basis of quantum eld theory (QFT) and general relativity (GR), the two
pillars of modern physics. It is then natural to investigate and question the very nature of
these symmetries, e.g. whether they are exact or accidental, i.e. emerging in the low-energy
world that we can access with present experiments. (Local) Lorentz invariance (LI) is one of
the best tested symmetries of Nature even if the Lorentz group, being non-compact, makes
its probing process an endless task. As far as we can say, Lorentz symmetry presently
appears to be an exact symmetry since tests of Lorentz invariance violations (LIV) have
provided stringent bounds on possible violations [1{3]. So, in principle, one could wonder
about the point in questioning this symmetry. The answer, as it is well known, comes from
the fact that various quantum gravity (QG) proposals seem to entail violations (or modi-
cations) of Lorentz symmetry at the fundamental level [4{11].1 It is then interesting to test
if such violations can be detected or alternatively used to rule out some QG scenario. In
fact, any viable theory of quantum gravity/spacetime needs to treat carefully LI in order to
recover it in the low-energy limit. This is far from being a trivial task. Among the various
QG theories there are some that are not aected by this problem since they assume LI
from the outset, as in the case of causal-set theory [13, 14], while other proposals modify
the action of the Lorentz group by making it non-linear [3]. It is worth mentioning that
in the latter approach, known as doubly-special relativity (DSR) [15], modied dispersions
relations such as the ones considered in the following, are expression of an extended sym-
metry group. Accordingly, naturalness arguments typical of LIV eective eld theory do
not straightforwardly apply.
For what concerns other approaches to QG the quest for how to recover LI at low
energies should be of primary importance and it is, in many cases, an open issue. Unfortu-
nately, even if LIV is conjectured only in the far ultra-violet (UV) completion of QFT (i.e.
at Planckian scales), still it would lead to large low-energy eects. In a seminal work [16],
Collins et al. showed that in a generic QFT, seen as an eective eld theory (EFT), Lorentz
violations in the UV can percolate in the infra-red (IR) without being suppressed and lead-
ing to unacceptably large eects. Here the term \percolation" refers to the fact that in
an EFT setting even if one starts by adding only LIV operators of mass dimension larger
than four, radiative corrections will generate mass dimension four (and, generically, mass
dimension three) operators. Then the percolation is said to be unsuppressed if there is no
small amplitude suppressing the eects of these operators (in addition to usual coupling
constants). This is a peculiarity of LIV. Indeed, in the case of LI theories, the physics at
high energies aects the IR physics only via renormalization of the bare couplings of the
theory. Instead, in the presence of LIV in the UV these eects can percolate unsuppressed
in the IR, through radiative corrections. This can be easily understood from the EFT
point of view. Indeed, in EFT every operator respecting the fundamental symmetries of
the theory can be present. Accordingly, even if a certain operator is not present in the UV,
radiative corrections can give rise to mass dimension four (and in general three) Lorentz
1See, however, ref. [12] for what concerns loop quantum gravity.
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invariance violating operators (see also refs. [17{19]) once higher-order LIV operators are
allowed in the theory.
The conclusion of ref. [16] was that if LIV is admitted, then it is necessary to accept
an unnaturally and extreme ne-tuning of the theory, in order to respect the stringent
experimental constraints on LIV, otherwise the theory would be immediately ruled out by
observations. From this point of view, LIV can be considered a new ne-tuning problem
to be added to the various ones existing in particle physics and cosmology.
Clearly, various solutions to this ne-tuning problem have been proposed in the liter-
ture (see ref. [1] for an extended discussion and ref. [20] for recent developments). One
route relies on custodial symmetries suppressing the percolation in the IR. This is the
case of supersymmetry and in general of other models including a spontaneous symmetry
breaking [21{23] which can serve as a paradigmatic example of the possibility of new (a
priori Lorentz invariant) physics between the electroweak scale and an eventual Lorentz
breaking at the Planck scale. This is the case we shall be mostly concerned within this
work.
Another possible solution to the LIV ne-tuning problem is to restrict the violation
to the gravity sector of the theory, leaving the matter sector LI, as in the case of the
gravitational connement proposed by Pospelov and Shang [24]. In particular, a separation
between the Planck and the LIV scale in the gravity sector (with the latter taken to be
smaller than the former) was used to show how percolation can be tamed. This proposal
relies on the Planck mass suppressed vertices that appear in the matter sector due to
the coupling with gravity and on the fact that LIV in the gravitational sector is not so
stringently tested [24].
Finally, a third possible way of achieving an infrared protection from high-energy
LIV is the one envisaged by Nielsen and collaborators in the seventies, which makes use of
renormalization-group techniques [25, 26]. While the standard logarithmic running towards
a LI theory in the infrared is generically not fast enough to be compatible with current
observations, it was nonetheless noticed that a strong coupling close to the Planck scale
can suciently enhance the running such that almost exact LI is rapidly achieved. This is
the basic idea behind the proposal of ref. [27].
Before proceeding, let us mention as a cautionary note, that the low-energy eective
eld theory paradigm, as well as the related naturalness arguments, are not always capable
of capturing the correct physics. As an example, consider the eective eld theory predic-
tion for the magnitude of the cosmological constant, which is o by more than 120 orders
of magnitude compared with observations. Without a direct measurement, one would have
expected a naturalness problem for the cosmological constant. The observational evidence
that the latter has such a small value seems to suggest, instead, a breakdown of EFT or the
presence of yet to be understood symmetries at intermediate energies between the TeV and
the Planck scale. In the following we will focus only on the EFT description but keeping
in mind that a breakdown of an EFT-based intuition might apply also in the case of LIV
naturalness.
In this work we rst review the argument of refs. [16, 28], presenting some calculations
which are not available in the literature and showing how, in some special cases, a cancel-
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lation of the percolation can be achieved. Then, we attack the problem from a dierent
perspective, illustrating in a simple way how the rst of the above proposal works. We
shall indeed show that, in the case in which there is a large separation between the EFT
validity scale  and the LIV scale M , the percolation can be suppressed and discuss how
this suppression generically scales with energy. In particular, we nd that for dispersion re-
lations with leading LIV terms of order (E=M)2n the percolation scales as c / (=M)2n.
This implies that if any such scenario could be successfully applied to the SM, values of 
below 1010 GeV would be sucient to reconcile the most interesting (CPT invariant) case
n = 1 with current observational constraints (see further discussion in sections 4 and 6).
Finally, we also consider a dissipative case, in the spirit of ref. [29], and show that while
the dissipative behaviour (i.e. the presence of imaginary contributions) does not perco-
late, a dispersive one does. We also demonstrate that a scale separation can hinder such
percolation with basically the same behaviour as the one we nd in the dispersive case.
The paper is organised as follows: after a brief introduction, in section 2 we review
the work by Collins et al. [16], presenting some details of the calculation. In section 3
we calculate the fermion self energy at one loop and use it in order to gain information
on the percolation of LIV on the fermion. In section 4 we introduce a second scale in
the problem in the form of as a sharp or smooth LI cuto and show that the situation
changes signicantly. In section 5 we consider what happens if the LIV is associated with
dissipative phenomena. Finally we conclude with a discussion in section 6.
2 LIV percolation: previous results
In this section we briey review, for the readers' convenience, the results of ref. [16]. This
work considers a model of a scalar  and a fermion  coupled via a Yukawa interaction
L = 1
2
(@)2   m
2

2
2 +  (i@  m ) + g   ; (2.1)
where g is the dimensionless coupling constant.2 Beyond tree-level, the theory is made nite
by a cuto on spatial momenta (in a given preferred frame), implemented as a modication
of the free propagators. As a rst important point, we emphasise here that the scale entering
as a (LIV) cuto for the UV behaviour of the theory is the LIV scale itself, i.e. the same
scale as the one appearing in the modied dispersion relations (MDR). Moreover, this scale
can be identied with the Planck scale. Once such a cuto is introduced, one assumes for
the scalar and fermion propagators in momentum space (see refs. [16, 28] for details)
i
=p m + i !
if(jpj=)
=p m + (jpj;) + i ; (2.2)
i
p2  m2 + i
! i
~f(jpj=)
p2  m2 + ~(jpj;) + i
; (2.3)
where jpj is the modulus of the 3-momentum and the cuto functions f(jpj=) and ~f(jpj=)
are such that they approach 1 as jpj= 1, in order to reproduce low-energy physics, while
2Hereafter we consider natural units, with c = 1.
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they vanish suciently rapidly as jpj= 1, in order to render the theory UV nite. The
functions ~ and  appearing in the denominators, instead, come from actual proposals for
MDR that usually appear in the quantum gravity (phenomenology) literature [1{3]. These
functions are such that they vanish for jpj= 1, again to recover the low-energy physics.
Actually, in ref. [16],  and ~ are not introduced since it is argued that they will not aect
the argument. This is due to the fact that the LIV eects are seen as producing a natural
cuto at large (spatial) momenta which is already produced by the cuto functions f and
~f . However, note that neglecting  and ~, i.e. the MDR, is possible only at the price of
identifying the EFT and the MDR scales. This is tantamount to assuming no new physics
between the Standard Model (SM) scale and the Planck one.
It has been objected that introducing a new scale between the low-energy scale and
the Planck scale would be intrinsically against the philosophy of the quantum gravity phe-
nomenology models entailing Lorentz breaking in the UV, which hinge on the persistence
at low energies of these Planck scale eects [30]. However, we do not see a problem in
conjecturing such a hierarchy of scales (we rather found dicult to conceive that no new
physics will be present from the TeV to the Planck scale): the eective eld theory frame-
work is perfectly capable to account for these scenarios. Of course, one can conceive that
within this scenario additional operators which are suppressed in the EFT scale might be
present at the tree level but we notice that most of the phenomenological constraints on
Lorentz violations are based on anomalous mechanisms (new threshold reactions or upper
thresholds) which cannot be generated otherwise (i.e. they are intrinsically preferred frame
eects). For these reasons, later on in this work we will drop such an identication by
requiring the LIV scale which enters the MDR to be dierent from the cuto scale of the
theory that we will introduce in a Lorentz-invariant way. Let us stress that this does not
imply any notion of intermediate Lorentz invariance between the Planck scale and cur-
rently tested energies. Indeed, in the scenario considered here all the physics below the
Planck scale is Lorentz breaking. What we are envisaging here is that there could be some
exact symmetry of nature, such as SUSY, which could be broken below some energy scale
  M and that the new physics associated with this symmetry is not per se inducing
Lorentz breaking operators suppressed by a scale other than M (so for M ! 1 all the
physics should be LI).
The unsuppressed percolation of LIV from the UV to the IR was considered in ref. [16]
on the scalar eld by computing its one-loop self energy. As anticipated, we briey review
below the full computation. In the presence of LIV, the inverse propagator  of the scalar
eld including one-loop corrections can be written as
(p) = A+Bp2 + ppWW + 
(LI)(p2) +O(p4=2) ; (2.4)
where W is a unit timelike background vector eld permitting to write a LIV expression
in a covariant form.3 The third term on the r.h.s. of eq. (2.4) contains the unsuppressed
3Recall that when speaking of Lorentz invariance in eld theory we always refer to active Lorentz
invariance, see the discussion in ref. [2].
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LIV, i.e. it results in a dierent limit velocity of the scalar eld4 (with respect to c) while
(LI) is a Lorentz invariant term (see ref. [28]). Our aim here is to compute .
In what follows we will use the propagators in eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), this means that we
set the calculation in the preferred reference frame characterised by the 4-velocity W. In
this case, the coecient  of interest is obtained as
 =

@2
@(p0)2
+
@2
@(p1)2

p=0
: (2.5)
In section 2.1 we briey consider for pedagogical purpose the LI case, while in section 2.2
we consider the LIV case originally studied in ref. [16].
2.1 LI case
When there is no LIV,  is expected to vanish. In fact, this can be seen directly from
eq. (2.5). Computing the diagram in gure 1, we nd
(p2) =  ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
tr[(=k   =p+m )(=k +m )]
[(k   p)2  m2 ][k2  m2 ]
(2.6)
=  ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
4(k2   p  k) + 4m2 
[(k   p)2  m2 ][k2  m2 ]
;
and so
 =

@2
@(p0)2
+
@2
@(p1)2

p=0
(2.7)
=
 ig2
4
Z
d4k
[(k0)2 + (k1)2](k2 + 3m2)
(k2  m2)4 ;
where hereafter we set m  m to simplify the notation. Although the integral in eq. (2.7)
is formally logarithmically divergent (by power counting), the fact that it actually vanishes
can be understood from a symmetry argument [16]. Indeed rotating in the Euclidean space
and using four-dimensional spherical symmetry it is straightforward to see that the angular
part of the integral implies  = 0.
2.2 LIV case
We present now some details of the computation in the presence of LIV. We will relegate
some technicalities to appendices A and B while showing here the main steps in a self-
contained way. We will work from now on with mostly minus signature.
The diagram of interest is given in gure 1. The LIV is introduced via a cuto function
f and, according to the discussion above, we can use
i
=p m+ i !
if(p2=2)
=p m+ i (2.8)
4The explicit value of the parameter  resulting from LIV will be dependent on the coupling constant of
the theory, as it is due to radiative corrections. Then, considering more rich theories one can see that the
dierent particles will have dierent limit speeds in such a way that a simple rescaling of the limit velocity
cannot eliminate this eect.
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k
p
k − p
Figure 1. One-loop self energy for the scalar eld  which is represented by dashed lines, whereas
solid lines represent the fermion eld  .
for the fermionic propagator5 with f(0) = 1 and f(1) = 0 (i.e. UV niteness). In this case
we will write for the propagator G(p) = f(p2=2)S0(p) where S0 is the standard fermion
propagator. Moreover, note that we are using p2=2 as argument of the LIV cuto function
f instead of jpj= used in ref. [16]. This choice is motivated by computational simplicity
and clearly it does not aect the general behaviour of the nal result. Nonetheless, it is
worth stressing that such a choice is CPT (and even P) invariant and consequently will
end up generating only CPT even terms.
In order to determine  it is rst convenient to calculate
cab  @
@pa
@
@pb
(p)

p=0
(2.9)
=  ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
tr

@
@pa
@
@pb
G(k   p)

G(k)

p=0
= ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
tr

@G(k)
@ka
@G(k)
@kb

;
where in the last line we have used that @=@pa =  @=@ka, performed an integration by
parts and discarded a boundary term in view of the asymptotic properties of f . Using the
above expression we can now express  as6
  c00 + c11 : (2.10)
Note that the trace in eq. (2.9) is such that (see appendix A for details)
tr

@G(k)
@ka
@G(k)
@kb

= kakbF + abG ; (2.11)
where F and G are scalar functions and ab is the at spacetime metric. From here it is
already clear that cab does not vanish only if a = b. Indeed, while the second term on
5Here we neglect the MDR  and ~ and introduce only the cuto function, without loss of generality,
due to the fact that the scale which appears in the MDR is assumed to be the same as the cuto scale.
6Actually, in this expression, we could have used c22 or c33 instead of c11, as they are all equal because
we are assuming Lorentz breaking only in the boost, i.e. that the rotation symmetry in space is unbroken.
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the r.h.s. is zero when a 6= b, the rst one vanishes, in view of its symmetry, after the
integration in eq. (2.9). Given eq. (A.4), which provides an expression for the trace in
eq. (2.11) when a = b, we can now compute the coecients of interest. For doing this it is
convenient to Wick rotate k0 ! ik0 to work in Euclidean space7 and to compute rst the
integral over k0, since the unknown cuto function f does not depend on it. Dening, for
convenience,
A = k2 +m2
(where k indicates the 3-momentum) and using eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) we nally arrive at
c00 = g
2
Z
d3k
(2)3
f2

  1
A3=2
+
m2
A5=2

; (2.12)
and, after some algebra at
cii =  g2
Z
d3k
(2)3

(ki)2
2

  8(f
0)2
2A3=2
k2   4 f f
0
A5=2
( k2 + 2m2)

+
5m2f2(ki)2
A7=2
  f
2
A3=2

;
(2.13)
where, hereafter, k = jkj and the argument of f and its derivative f 0 is understood to be
k2=2. In order to compute  according to eq. (2.10) we exploit the spherical symmetry
of the problem and integrate on the angular variables, making explicit the fact that cii is
actually independent of i. In this way we conclude that
 =   g
2
22
Z 1
0
dk k2

f2
m2
A7=2

5
3
k2  A

  8k
4
34A3=2
(f 0)2 +
4k2(k2   2m2)
32A5=2
f f 0

: (2.14)
This expression can be cast in a simpler form by introducing the dimensionless variable
y = k2=2 and the ratio  = m2=2. Accordingly,
 =   g
2
22
Z 1
0
dy
p
y
2

f2

2
3
y   


(y + )7=2
  8
3
y2(f 0)2
1
(y + )3=2
+
4
3
y f f 0
y   2
(y + )5=2

(2.15)
=   g
2
22

  4
3
Z 1
0
dy y5=2(f 0)2
1
(y + )3=2
+
2
3
Z 1
0
dy y3=2 f f 0
y   
(y + )5=2

;
where f is now a function of y, f 0  df(y)=dy and on the second line we have used thatZ 1
0
dy
p
y
2
f2

2
3
y   


(y + )7=2
=
2
3
Z 1
0
dy
y3=2
(y + )5=2
f f 0  ;
which holds for the rst integral on the rst line of eq. (2.15) up to vanishing boundary
terms. We are interested here in the IR percolation of LIV, i.e. in the value of  in the
formal limit !1, corresponding to having  much larger than any mass scale m, which
also implies ! 0. In this limit, eq. (2.15) gives
 =
g2
62

1 + 4
Z 1
0
dy y
 
f 0(y)
2
: (2.16)
7Wick rotating here comes without problems. Indeed, the location of the poles of the integrand in
the complex k0-plane is exactly the same as in standard QFT and therefore there are no obstructions for
rotating the integration contour on the imaginary axis. Alternatively, one can avoid Wick rotation and
instead use the residue theorem taking care of the i terms.
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Figure 2. One-loop self-energy for the fermion. The dashed line represents the scalar eld  while
solid ones represent the fermion  .
Taking into account that ref. [16] considers a cuto function f^ (denoted therein simply by
f) which depends on x  jkj= and not on y = x2 as we do here, with f^(x) = f(x2) the
previous equation becomes
 =
g2
62

1 + 2
Z 1
0
dxx
 
f^ 0(x)
2
; (2.17)
which indeed coincides with the result reported in eq. (A.2) of ref. [16], after the change
of notation f^ ! f . Let us note that, given the absence of MDR, this result can be also
seen as a recovery of the well-known fact that a Lorentz invariance violating cuto leaves
a \LIV memory" even when it is formally removed.
We emphasise here that  can be interpreted as the fractional deviation with respect
to the speed of light c = 1 +O(g2) (assumed to equal one at tree level for convenience) in
a perturbative expansion in the coupling constant (see refs. [6, 31]), i.e.
c
c
=  +O(g4) : (2.18)
This relationship is valid also in the case of the fermion discussed in the next section. For
this reason, hereafter we will indicate by c (instead of ) the quantity representing the
LIV percolation.
3 Fermion self energy
In this section we focus on the LIV percolation on the fermion and therefore we consider
the fermion self-energy at one loop. We will use the previous setting concerning the propa-
gators. In this case we obtain some interesting results beyond corroborating the generality
of the argument in ref. [16] (see also ref. [6] for a similar analysis).
The relevant diagram contributing to the self-energy  of the fermion is represented in
gure 2. Note that, since now one fermion and one scalar are involved in the loop, we can
choose which eld carries the LIV, i.e. which cuto function f or ~f to introduce. These
options give rise to dierent cases that we analyze separately further below. In particular,
we assume in full generality that the scalar and fermion elds have not only unequal masses
m and m but also dierent LIV cuto functions f and ~f , respectively, with no MDR, as
assumed in ref. [16]. Then, we specialise the corresponding general expressions to particular
cases.
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The self-energy  is given by
(p) =  ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
=k + =p+m 
(k + p)2  m2 
~f
 jk + pj2=2f(jkj2=2)
k2  m2
: (3.1)
This expression can be decomposed in three parts, i.e.
 = 1 + 2 + 3 ; (3.2)
where
1 =  ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
m 
(k + p)2  m2 
~f
 jk + pj2=2f(jkj2=2)
k2  m2
 m 1(p) ; (3.3)
2 =  ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
=k
(k + p)2  m2 
~f
 jk + pj2=2f(jkj2=2)
k2  m2
 2(p) ; (3.4)
3 =  ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
=p
(k + p)2  m2 
~f
 jk + pj2=2f(jkj2=2)
k2  m2
 =p3(p) : (3.5)
The one-loop form of the fermion inverse propagator in momentum space is
=p m + (p) = =p 
 
1  1(0)

m + c0
0p0   ciipi; (3.6)
where a are gamma matrices and we have expanded the self energy around p = 0, ne-
glecting higher-order terms. In order to extract the LIV we will compute the coecients
ca =
1
4
tr

a
@
@pa

p=0
: (3.7)
They are analogous to the caa coecients we determined in the case of the scalar; a LIV
amounts to a non vanishing
c  c0   ci ; (3.8)
where i = f1; 2; 3g stands for a spatial index. As before, the result will be independent
of the particular i chosen since rotational invariance is unbroken. The fact that in stan-
dard LI QFT this quantity vanishes can be checked directly by using, e.g. dimensional
regularization. Moreover, note that the coecients ca are alternatively given by
ca = 3(0) +
1
4
tr

a
@2(p)
@pa

p=0
= 3(0) + ~ca ; (3.9)
with a = 0; 1; 2; 3 and therefore the violation in eq. (3.8) can also be written as c = ~c0 ~ci.
The quantities of interest are given by
ca =
@
@pa
( ig2)
Z
d4k
(2)4
ab(kb + pb)
(k + p)2  m2 
~f
 jk + pj2=2f(jkj2=2)
k2  m2

p=0
(3.10)
= ( ig2)
Z
d4k
(2)4
(
~ff
(k2 m2 )(k2 m2)
+ ka
 @ ~f
@pa

p=0
k2 m2 
  2k
aaa
(k2 m2 )
~f
!
f
k2 m2
)
p=0
;
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where in the last line the dependence of f and ~f on y  jkj2=2 is understood. By using
the chain rule one has
@ ~f
@pa

p=0
=
8<:0 for a = 0 ;2ka
2
~f 0 for a 6= 0
(3.11)
where ~f 0 = d ~f(y)=dy, i.e. this term is present only for a 6= 0.
Now both c0 and ci can be read from eq. (3.10):
c0 = ( ig2)
Z
d4k
(2)4

~ff

1
(k2  m2 )(k2  m2)
  2(k
0)2
(k2  m2 )2(k2  m2)

; (3.12)
ci = ( ig2)
Z
d4k
(2)4

~ff

1
(k2  m2 )(k2  m2)
+
2(ki)2
(k2  m2 )2(k2  m2)

(3.13)
+
2(ki)2
(k2  m2 )(k2  m2)
f ~f 0
1
2

;
and therefore c from eq. (3.8) is given by
c = 2ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
~ff
(k0)2 + (ki)2
(k2  m2 )2(k2  m2)
(3.14)
+ ig2
Z
d4k
(2)4
2(ki)2=2
(k2  m2 )(k2  m2)
f ~f 0  P +Q ;
in which we emphasise the presence of two contributions P and Q. In order to proceed
further we can Wick rotate the integration domain in the complex k0-plane and compute
the integral over k0 since, as in the previous section, the cuto functions f and ~f are
independent of it. The integration can be done using the formulas reported in appendix B.
Consider rst term denoted by P in eq. (3.14). We can simplify it by a change of variables
analogous to the one in the previous section. In particular, we dene A  k2 + m2 ,
B  k2 +m2, z = k2=m2 , R  m2=m2 ,  = m =, where k = jkj, and we get
P =   g
2
2
Z 1
0
dk k2 ~f(k2=2)f(k2=2)

1
4
p
A(
p
A+
p
B)2
  (2
p
A+
p
B)k2
12A3=2(
p
A+
p
B)2
p
B

(3.15)
=   g
2
2
Z 1
0
dz
p
z
2
~f(2z)f(2z)

1
4
p
z + 1(
p
z + 1 +
p
z +R)2
  (2
p
z + 1 +
p
z +R)z
12(z + 1)3=2(
p
z + 1 +
p
z +R)2
p
z +R

:
In order to extract the possible IR percolation we consider the limit  ! 0, with generic
mass ratio R, exactly as we did in section 2.2. Taking into account the properties of the
cuto functions f and ~f for vanishing arguments, i.e. f , ~f ! 1, the remaining integral
gives
P( 1) =   g
2
482
; (3.16)
which turns out to be independent of the mass ratio R.
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The second term in eq. (3.14), i.e. Q, can now be calculated after performing a Wick
rotation followed by the integration over k0 and by the same change of variables as above
Q =  g2
Z
d3k
(2)3
f ~f 0
2(ki)2
2
Z
dk0
(2)
1
((k0)2 +A)((k0)2 +B)
(3.17)
=  g2
Z
d3k
(2)3
f ~f 0
(ki)2
2
1
2
1
A
p
B +B
p
A
=   g
2
122
Z 1
0
dz
p
z2zf(2z) ~f 0(2z)
1
(z + 1)
p
z +R+ (z +R)
p
z + 1
;
where , R and z are given right before eq. (3.15). This expression can be simplied as
Q =   g
2
122
Z 1
0
dz
p
zzf(2z)
d
dz

~f(2z)
 1
(z + 1)
p
z +R+ (z +R)
p
z + 1
: (3.18)
In order to proceed further with the calculation of Q we need to consider below specic
choices for the functions f and ~f . Note, however, that having generically P;Q 6= 0 suggests
that the percolation will be unsuppressed, i.e. that c 6= 0 unless a cancellation occurs.
3.1 Particles with equal masses (R = 1) and same violation (f = ~f)
As a rst simplication, we assume that both the masses m and m and the LIV cuto
functions f and ~f of the elds are equal. Though a priori there is no reason for the latter
assumption, one could argue that QG aects both fermionic and bosonic elds in exactly
the same way, hence suggesting f = ~f . In this case we can use that f f 0(z) = 1=2 d(f2)=dz,
and an integration by parts of eq. (3.18) yields
Q = g
2
122
Z 1
0
dz
1
2
f2(2z)
d
dz
 p
zz
2(z + 1)3=2

; (3.19)
where the contribution of the boundary terms stemming from the integration vanishes due
to the behaviour of the function f , while the remaining part can be integrated and, in the
limit ! 0 (which implies f ! 1), it gives g2=(482) which is equal and opposite to P in
eq. (3.15) and therefore (see eq. (3.14))
c( 1) = 0 : (3.20)
Remarkably, in this case, the percolation on the fermion is absent albeit the calculation of
section 2 shows that this is not the case for the scalar. In order to understand how general
this fact is, we consider below the case in which the two particles still carry the same LIV
(f = ~f) but have dierent masses.
3.2 Particles with dierent masses (R 6= 1) and same violation (f = ~f)
Under the assumption f = ~f , eq. (3.17) can be integrated by parts, as done above. The
associated boundary terms vanish and one is left with
Q = + g
2
122
Z 1
0
dz
1
2
f2(2z)
d
dz
 p
zz
(z + 1)
p
z +R+ (z +R)
p
z + 1

: (3.21)
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In spite of having R 6= 1, this integral still gives g2=(482) for  ! 0 (i.e. m  ) and
therefore c vanishes as in eq. (3.20), independently of the values of the masses m; . This
case is more interesting than the previous one m = m as it suggests that, with an heavy
scalar eld m  m , the low-energy physics of the fermion eld will not be aected by the
LIV unsuppressed percolation on the scalar computed in section 2, because no percolation
is present on the fermion and indeed the scalar can be integrated out. As such, it would
be interesting to check whether this scenario could be extended to the SM and Higgs eld.
3.3 General case: R 6= 1 and f 6= ~f
Integrating by parts eq. (3.18) one nds that:
Q = g
2
122
Z 1
0
dz ~f(2z)
d
dz
 p
zzf(2z)
(z + 1)
p
z +R+ (z +R)
p
z + 1

; (3.22)
where as before, the boundary terms vanish because of the properties of f and ~f . In this
case the result for ! 0 is Q( 1) = g2=(242) and therefore
c( 1) = g
2
482
; (3.23)
independently of the specic form of ~f and f and on the value of R.
3.4 Violation only on the scalar eld ( ~f = 1)
Finally, we want to specialise eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) to the case ~f = 1, in which only the
scalar propagator carries the LIV. (Note that the corresponding expression for c cannot
be derived directly from the ones discussed above, as they assume that ~f vanishes for large
values of its argument, which is not the case here.) Starting from eq. (3.14) we see that
Q = 0 and therefore the only contribution to c is due to P in eq. (3.15) with ~f = 1.
Accordingly, the result of the integration in the IR limit is given by
c( 1) =   g
2
482
: (3.24)
This shows that again there is an unsuppressed percolation as in ref. [16] (and in accordance
with ref. [6]).
4 Separation of scales
Now that we have reviewed and extended the results presented in the literature we are
going to show how the introduction of a LI cuto, in addition to a LIV modied dispersion
relation, can hinder the percolation. As anticipated in the introduction, the quest for a
mechanism able to prevent the IR percolation of LIV is not new (see, e.g. refs. [1, 32]). In
particular, there were proposals based on having supersymmetry as a custodial symmetry.
What we are going to show in the following is somehow related to this custodial symmetries
protection mechanism. The idea is that if there is a separation between the EFT validity
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scale  (i.e. the scale of possible new physics beyond the SM) and the LIV scale8 M , with
 < M , then the IR percolation is suppressed by a power of the ratio =M which eventually
controls its magnitude. This result, from the EFT perspective, is rather natural because
the introduction of a new mass scale  gives the possibility to have a (small) dimensionless
ratio.
Note that, we are not arguing here that the one discussed below is a protection mech-
anism which works for the entire SM nor that there will be room in the SM for such a
large scale separation to suppress low-energy LIV in a way which complies with the strong
bounds coming from observational data. What we want to emphasise, via a toy-model
computation, is that the separation of scales could be one, or part of a solution to the nat-
uralness problem of LIV and in this way show the validity of some heuristic ideas presented
in the literature.
In order to investigate how this separation of scales hinders the percolation, we consider
again the model dened by eq. (2.1). In particular we introduce a LI cuto (as explained
below) called  that represents the scale of validity of the EFT description and we consider
the case in which the LIV is carried only by the scalar eld and is encoded in a MDR through
the scale M possibly associated with some QG scenario. We will then be interested in the
case in which both scales are larger than the masses of the particles in the problem and
analyze the eect of the separation of scales on the LIV percolation. To be concrete, we
choose some particular forms of the MDR in order to be able to carry out numerically the
calculation of the resulting percolation. However, we will argue that the result is largely
independent of these choices. Note that, the case under study is physically interesting since
the one-loop scalar self-energy does not receive a contribution from the fermion loop as we
assume that the fermion eld is LI at the tree-level. Accordingly, we have to consider only
the fermion self-energy depicted in gure 2.
The calculation of c is similar to the one presented in section 3, with the dierence
that we want to introduce here a new LI cuto  that represents the scale of validity of the
EFT, i.e. the scale of new, Lorentz-invariant physics. This is done in two dierent ways: the
rst is a LI sharp cuto on the 4-momentum, which does not break LI although it clearly
breaks Poincare invariance. The second is a LI cuto introduced via a smooth non-local
function which can be thought of as deriving from a fundamentally non-local theory in
which the non-locality improves the UV behaviour of the theory (see, however, section 4.2
for additional comments). Noticeably, these non-local features have been suggested in the
quantum gravity literature as a possible low-energy signature of the microscopic nature of
spacetime. In both cases we will conveniently implement the cuto only after rotation in
Euclidean space (see also the discussion in section 4.2).
Before considering the presence of two dierent scales  and M let us make a remark on
the case with a single scale investigated in the previous sections. Note that the MDR itself
can serve as a LIV cuto at the scale set by M . Indeed, it can be shown (see appendix C)
that upon increasing M we recover a nite percolation as predicted in ref. [16] but with a
8M can be assumed to coincide with the Planck scale due to the fact that we can expect LIV coming
from the scale at which our concept of spacetime as a pseudo-Riemannian manifold is questionable together
with the associated symmetries.
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value of c which depends on the specic form of the MDR used. In particular, considering
a MDR for the scalar eld of the form given by eq. (2.3) with ~f = 1 and
(jkj;M)   jkj2
 jkj2
M2
n
; (4.1)
with n > 0, which is typically encountered in QG phenomenology, c approaches
c(m; =M  1) =   g
2
482
n+ 1
n
; (4.2)
for large values of M compared to the mass scales in the problem, see appendix C and
compare with eq. (3.24). From this expression it is clear that the percolation is always
larger in modulus (by a numerical factor) than the one found in the absence of MDR but
using a LIV cuto on the spatial momenta as in ref. [16]. Indeed, the present case in which
the MDR eectively introduces a LIV regularization in the UV of the spatial part of the
integral, is intrinsically dierent from the one considered in ref. [16] given that there (and
in sections 2 and 3 here) the cuto function is such that it renders the theory UV nite
independently of the order of the radiative corrections considered while the MDR cannot
achieve this in general.
4.1 Sharp LI cuto
First, we consider the case of a sharp cuto  on the four momentum. We work in the
Euclidean space where this cuto has the eect of restricting the integration inside a sphere
of radius . The computation of c follows the same lines as in section 3 and, in fact, we
arrive at an equation similar to eq. (3.14):
c = 2ig2
Z

d4k
(2)4
(k0)2 + (ki)2
(k2  m2 )2
 
k2  m2 + (jkj;M)
 ; (4.3)
where k = fk1; k2; k3g is the 3-momentum and  is given by eq. (4.1). This expression is
still in Minkowski space and the subscript  in the integral indicates that a sharp cuto
is implemented, i.e. that the domain of integration is restricted as specied further below.
Here the LIV is entirely introduced by the MDR of the scalar eld and we use M as the
LIV scale while  as the LI cuto scale. Now we perform a Wick rotation9 and use 4D
spherical coordinates in order to evaluate the integrals. Accordingly, eq. (4.3) becomes
c =  2g2
Z

d4k
(2)4
(k0)2   (k1)2
(k2 +m2 )
2

k2 + k2
 
k2
M2
n
+m2
 (4.4)
=   g
2
23
Z 
0
dk
k5
(m2 + k
2)2
Z 
0
d
cos2   (sin2 )=3
k2 +m2 +
k2+2n sin2+2n 
M2n
 sin2  ;
9It is easy to check that the locations of the poles of eq. (4.3) in the complex k0-plane are such that a
rotation of the integration contour is possible.
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where k stand for the modulus of the 4-momentum in the Euclidean space.10 Note that
the sharp cuto is implemented in the Euclidean space by restricting the integration to
Euclidean momenta with modulus k  . In particular after the rescaling k = z we nd
c =   g
2
23
Z 1
0
dz
z5
(z2 +R )2
Z 
0
d sin2 
cos2   (sin2 )=3
z2 +R + nz2+2n sin
2+2n 
; (4.5)
where   2=M2 and R; = m2; =2. These variables are particularly convenient
for studying the large-scale separation regime m;    M which simply amounts at
imposing R;  1 and  1. In this regime the denominator in eq. (4.5) can be expanded
around  = 0
1
z2 +R + nz2+2n sin
2+2n 
=
1
z2 +R

1  
nz2+2n sin2+2n 
z2 +R
+O(2n)

: (4.6)
Plugging this expansion in eq. (4.5), performing the angular integration and noting that
the latter vanishes at the zeroth order we have
c =   g
2
23
n
(1 + n)
p
 (n+ 5=2)
3 (4 + n)
Z 1
0
dy
2
y3+n
(y +R )2(y +R)2
+O(2n) ; (4.7)
where we introduced y = z2 (see appendix D for details on the y-integration in eq. (4.7)).
This equation clearly shows that the violation c / (=M)2n is suppressed whenever
M  . The actual degree of suppression depends on the separation between the LIV
scale M (which can be identied with the Planck scale) and the scale  of the LI new
physics as well as on the specic form of the MDR, i.e. on n.
In particular, the suppression increases upon increasing the mass dimension of the LIV
operators responsible for the MDR as the algebraic dependence on the small ratio =M
has the same power as the one with which M appears in the MDR. This means that,
as expected, the percolation is weaker for LIV coming from mass dimension 8 operators
compared to the one due to mass dimension 5 operators. Moreover, eq. (4.7) clearly shows
that c (up to rst order in n) is symmetric with respect to the exchange of R and R;
the limit in which both elds are massless is nite and the dependence of c on R ; is
rather weak at least as long as m ;  , M .
Finally, we analyzed numerically also the regime M  , i.e.   1. Note that in
order to do so the change of variable k = Mz is more convenient instead of the one done
right before eq. (4.5). The nite unsuppressed percolation in this case approaches the
value we already found in the case without the LI cuto, i.e. eq. (4.2) (see the discussion
in appendix C). The numerical results for n = 1=2; 1 and 2 are shown in gure 3, in which
we assume R = R = 10
 12 (i.e. equal masses).
4.2 Smooth LI cuto
We close this section by considering an alternative way to introduce a LI cuto based
on non-local theories. By non-local we mean here that the kinetic term of one of the
10In the numerator of the integrand of this equation, (k0)2   (k1)2 corresponds to considering i = 1 in
eq. (3.8); however, the result is clearly independent of the choice of i 2 f1; 2; 3g.
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Figure 3. Dependence of jcj on   (=M)2 in the case of a sharp cuto (see eq. (4.5)) with
n = 1=2; 1; 2, R = R = 10
 12 and g = 1. Symbols correspond to numerical data while the solid
lines correspond to eq. (4.7) which well describes the violation at small values of . The dashed
lines correspond to eq. (4.2), i.e. to the values approached by jcj for   1. The violation is
suppressed whenever M  , i.e.   1, which is exactly the separation of scales invoked various
times in the literature. This behaviour agrees with what is heuristically expected on the basis of
the physical intuition discussed in the main text.
elds contains also a pseudo-dierential operator of innite order, i.e. an innite number of
spacetime derivatives acting on the eld. This kind of theories are potentially unstable [33,
34], but the Ostrogradski theorem does not apply straightforwardly. Hence they might be
stable and therefore for simplicity we assume this to be the case here; moreover various
works argue that they can have a better behaviour in the UV with respect to standard
QFTs, while preserving the low-energy limit (see refs. [35, 36] and also refs. [37, 38] and
references therein). Moreover, some form of non-locality seems to be a common feature to
dierent approaches to quantum gravity, although each theory has its own peculiarity [39{
43]. More importantly, non-local theories can be Poincare invariant while introducing a UV
cuto which can account for spacetime discreteness. In addition, it seems that a growing
amount of evidence is accumulating in favor of the existence of a relationship between
LI spacetime discreteness and non-locality see, e.g. refs. [42, 44, 45]. The possibility of
such a LI regulator for QFT is also considered in ref. [28] as a way out from the apparent
unavoidable link between granularity of spacetime and LIV. However, in that work it
was claimed that these theories suer from causality violations and, as such, they are not
viable. Actually, the very same refs. [36, 46] discussed in ref. [28] not only show that there
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are causality violations but also that they arise only at high energies (comparable with the
non-locality scale), where the theory, if interpreted as an eective one, should anyhow cease
to be valid. In this sense we shall take this smooth cuto as not being fundamental but
simply assume it to be a consequence of an EFT type description of a more fundamental
theory. It is easy to see that the introduction of a smooth cuto function f in Euclidean
space11 is tantamount to replacing eq. (4.4) by
c =   g
2
23
Z 1
0
dk
k5f( k2=2)
(m2 + k
2)2
Z 
0
d
cos2   (sin2 )=3
k2 +m2 +
k2+2n sin2+2n 
M2n
 sin2  : (4.8)
Note that contrary to sections 2 and 3 here f depends on both the timelike and spacelike
part of the 4-momentum in a LI way.12
The behaviour of c for large separation of scale M   can be obtained again
using the expansion in eq. (4.6), the only dierence with respect to eq. (4.7) being in the
integration on y which now runs up to innity and is regulated by the cuto function, i.e.Z 1
0
dy
2
y3+n
(y +R )2(y +R)2
 !
Z 1
0
dy
2
y3+nf( y)
(y +R )2(y +R)2
: (4.9)
We have calculated numerically eq. (4.8) after the suitable rescaling of the coordinates
already introduced after eq. (4.5). The results for n = 1=2; 1; 2 and the cuto function
f( x) = e x2 conrm those of the previous paragraph and are reported in gure 4. The
violation is suppressed as c / (=M)2n, while the asymptotic values for   M agree
with eq. (4.2) as demonstrated in appendix C.
5 Dissipation and LIV naturalness
In the previous section we focussed on the standard picture in which the dispersion relation
(in our case of the scalar eld) is modied by some eects of LIV physics motivated by QG
scenarios. However, general arguments [29] show that if LIV emerges dynamically from
UV kinetic terms or interactions with heavy elds which are traced out in the low-energy
description, then dissipative eects will also unavoidably arise. In this section we therefore
focus on their inuence on the percolation of LIV. Note that dissipation does not neces-
sarily spoil unitarity, since it can emerge from bona-de Hamiltonian models after tracing
out degrees of freedom. Following these lines, ref. [50] investigated the phenomenology
of dissipative eects in elds propagation, showing that strong constraints can be cast on
the lower-order transport coecients while higher-order ones are basically unconstrained.
A possible percolation of higher-order dissipative terms can hence be considered an op-
portunity for strengthening current constraints and a motivation for our investigation. A
viable model will anyhow require dissipation not to percolate strongly given the currently
11Actually, the smooth cuto has to be enforced after the rotation in the Euclidean space since the loop
integrals make sense only there, see the discussion in refs. [47, 48].
12See ref. [49] for a case in which a cuto function dependent on both energy and momenta is introduced,
even if in a way which still violates LI.
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Figure 4. Dependence of jcj on   (=M)2 (see eq. (4.8)) for the same values of parameters
as in gure 3, i.e. n = 1=2; 1; 2, R = R = 10
 12 and g = 1 but with a LI Gaussian cuto
function. Symbols correspond to numerical data while the solid lines correspond to the theoretical
prediction c / (=M)2n coming from eq. (4.7) after the replacement in eq. (4.9). The dashed lines
correspond to eq. (4.2), i.e. to the values approached by jcj for  1. The qualitative features of
these curves are the same as in gure 3.
available constraints. In this sense we shall explore also in this case the eectiveness of a
protection mechanism based on a separation of scales.
In order to study the percolation of LIV in the presence of dissipation in the scalar
eld, we rst address the validity of the argument of ref. [16] when there is only one relevant
cuto scale in the problem. Then we show how the picture changes when we introduce one
additional scale, having the same physical interpretation as the one discussed in section 4.
We discuss this issue both with a sharp and a smooth LI cuto (in the same fashion as in
section 4).
5.1 The general setting
For concreteness, we consider again the model in eq. (2.1) in which dissipation aects only
the scalar eld. Following ref. [29], its propagator is given by
GF (!; k) =
i
!2   k2  m2 + ij!jk2+2n=M1+2n
; (5.1)
where ! indicates the time-like component of the momentum and k the modulus of the
space-like components. The parameter n  0 is introduced for later convenience and M
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is a mass scale. This expression can be derived from dynamical models in which heavy
degrees of freedom have been traced out (see, e.g. sections 2.3 and 2.4 of ref. [29]). Note, in
addition, that the dispersion relation associated with this propagator is reminiscent of the
one of dissipative uids as reported, e.g. in ref. [50]. In particular, by varying the value of
n we can change the rst dissipative (and dispersive) term which appears in the dispersion
relation (in the same way as in ref. [50]). In analogy with the dispersive case discussed in
section 4, we expect c to depend algebraically on =M to some power which increases
upon increasing n.
The calculation of c follows the same lines as in section 3, leading to an expression
similar to eq. (3.14):
c = ig28
Z
dk
(2)3
k2
Z 1
 1
d!
2
!2 + k2=3
(!2 k2 m2 +i)2(!2 k2 m2+i+ij!jk2+2n=M1+2n)
;
(5.2)
where, taking into account the rotational symmetry, we have done the angular integration
in the three spatial directions. Note that this expression refers still to Minkowski space
while we do not specify, for the moment, the cuto function that we are using. Due to the
form of the dissipative term in the denominator it is not straightforward to perform a Wick
rotation towards the Euclidean space. However, it is possible to show (both numerically
and analytically) that c given above actually takes real values and the integral can be
performed in Euclidean space. In order to do this, we can split the ! integration into two
parts and use the symmetry of the argument for ! !  ! to write
c = 2ig28
Z
dk
(2)3
k2
Z 1
0
d!
2
!2 + k2=3
(!2 k2 m2 +i)2(!2 k2 m2+i+i!k2+2n=M1+2n)
:
(5.3)
Now it is clear that there are no poles in the rst quadrant of the complex !-plane. Ac-
cordingly, the integral done along the path which includes the positive real !-axis up to a
certain arbitrarly large value 
, the quarter of circumference of radius 
 centered in the
origin O of the plane and contained in its rst quadrant and nally the path from i
 to O
along the imaginary axis, gives zero. Noting that the integral along the quarter of circle
vanishes as 
!1, we conclude that the integral along the real axis equals the one along
the imaginary axis, i.e. its Wick rotation. As a result (see appendix E for more details).
c =  g216
Z
dk
(2)3
k2
Z 1
0
d!
2
!2   k2=3
(+!2 + k2 +m2 )
2(!2 + k2 +m2 + !k
2+2n=M1+2n)
(5.4)
=   g
2
3
Z
d
5
(2 +m2 )
2
Z 
2
0
d
sin2 [cos2   (sin2 )=3]
2 +m2 +
3+2n sin2+2n  cos
M1+2n
;
where in the second line we have used polar coordinates ! =  cos, k =  sin where
 is the modulus of the (Euclidean) 4-momentum. Note that the integration in  is now
from 0 to =2 ensuring that we are integrating only over the half line with ! > 0. In the
following sections we specify the form of the LI cuto which is implicit in eq. (5.3) and
which introduces a second scale into the problem.
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Before proceeding, we note that the dissipative dispersion relation considered above
can actually be seen as an eective LIV regulator for the integral analogous to the ones we
considered in section 4; accordingly we could investigate the limit M !1 in the previous
equations and study the resulting percolation of LIV without introducing the new LI scale
. In accordance with ref. [16] we expect a non-vanishing value of c. In this case, it can
be shown that the actual value of c, in this limit, depends on the value of n in the MDR
(see appendix C) similarly to what was observed in section 4 for the dispersive case, and
is given by
c =   g
2
482
n  1=2
n+ 1=2
: (5.5)
Note, in addition, that c vanishes (up to this order) for n = 1=2.
5.2 Sharp LI cuto
After Wick rotating into Euclidean space, we consider a LI cuto such as the one discussed
in section 4.1. Accordingly, eq. (5.4) becomes
c =   g
2
3
Z 
0
d
5
(2 +m2 )
2
Z 
2
0
d
sin2 [cos2   (sin2 )=3]
2 +m2 +
3+2n sin2+2n  cos
M1+2n
(5.6)
=   g
2
3
Z 1
0
dz
z5
(z2 +R )2
Z 
2
0
d
sin2 [cos2   (sin2 )=3]
z2 +R + z3+2nn+1=2 sin
2+2n  cos
;
where in the second line we have done the change of variables introduced in eq. (4.5), i.e.
 = z in order to have dimensionless variables, while we introduced  = 2=M2 and
R; = m
2
; =
2 as we did in section 4.
As in section 4.1 the behaviour of c for   1 can be obtained by expanding the
integrand in eq. (5.6) around  = 0. In this case, after plugging this expansion back in
eq. (5.6) and using that the angular integration of the zeroth-order term vanishes we have
c =   g
2
3
2n  1
3(2n+ 7)(2n+ 5)
n+1=2
Z 1
0
dy
2
yn+7=2
(y +R )2(y +R)2
+O(1+2n) ; (5.7)
where y = z2 (see appendix D for details on the integral in eq. (5.7)). Analogously to what
we observed after eq. (5.5), c vanishes (actually at all orders in ) for n = 1=2.
The percolation c / (=M)n+1=2 in eq. (5.7) decreases upon decreasing =M analo-
gously to what happens in the pure dispersion case discussed in section 4; the small ratio
=M controls the behaviour of c for   M with the same algebraic power as the one
of the LIV scale M in the MDR considered, see eq. (5.1). This demonstrates that, also in
the presence of dissipation, the percolation can be tamed by a large separation of scales
protecting in this way low-energy physics. Moreover, as in section 4, eq. (5.7) clearly shows
that c (up to rst order in n) is symmetric with respect to the exchange of R and R;
the limit in which both elds are massless is nite while the dependence of c on R ; R is
rather weak as long as m ;m  ;M . Finally, we note that the percolation of dissipation
is purely real and as such is qualitatively similar to that induced by dispersion.
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5.3 Smooth LI cuto
In this section we consider the case of a smooth LI cuto, instead of the sharp one inves-
tigated in the previous subsection, adopting the same approach as in the dispersive case
discussed in section 4. The expression of interest in this case is
c =   g
2
3
Z 1
0
d e 
2=2 
5
(2 +m2 )
2
Z 
2
0
d
sin2 (cos2   sin2 =3)
2 +m2 +
3+2n sin2+2n  cos
M1+2n
(5.8)
=   g
2
3
Z 1
0
dz e z
2 z5
(z2 +R )2
Z 
2
0
d
sin2 (cos2   sin2 =3)
z2 +R + z3+2n
1+2n
2 sin2+2n  cos
;
where the smooth cuto is introduced in the Euclidean space via the Gaussian function with
parameter , see also eq. (4.8). On the second line we introduced the same parameters
as in eq. (4.8). Repeating the analysis done before we conclude that also in this case
c / (=M)n+1=2 and therefore c is suppressed with a wide separation of scales M .
The only dierence compared to eq. (5.7) is in the radial integration in y which runs up to1
after the introduction of the cuto function, as in eq. (4.9). We have computed numerically
the integral eq. (5.8) as a function of  = =M for various values of n. The result for c
with R; = 10
 12 is shown in gure 5 together with its asymptotic behaviours. As in
the dispersive case, we have conrmed that the value approached by c for large , i.e.
for   M with xed R; is given by eq. (5.5) both for sharp and smooth cutos, in
agreement with the values approached when only the MDR is present as a regulator and
with the analytical argument presented in appendix C. This agrees with the result of
ref. [16] of unsuppressed LIV percolation.
6 Summary and discussion
In this work we have revisited the problem of the IR percolation of Lorentz invariance
violations due to radiative corrections. We have considered a model consisting of a scalar
and a fermionic eld coupled by a Yukawa interaction, which was already used in the
literature for studying the naturalness problem of LIVs and which provides a cartoon of
the structure of the scalar sector of the standard model of particle physics.
In sections 2 and 3, we discussed the instance in which only the UV Lorentz breaking
scale (usually identied with the Planck scale in the quantum gravity literature) is present
in the problem in addition to the mass scales of the particles. In this case one can model
the LIV by introducing a Lorentz-breaking cuto which eliminates large momenta in a
certain preferred reference frame. This is the way the problem was tackled in previous
studies [6]. We revisited the original calculation of ref. [16], making explicit various steps
as well as considering the percolation of LIV on the fermion eld. In this case, our results
agree with ref. [6], though our analysis is more general. Indeed, we make no assumption
concerning the masses of the elds and we consider also a cuto for both the fermionic
and scalar elds. We emphasize the interesting results reported in section 3.2, which show
a possible cancellation of the LIV percolation even in rather generic situations. Indeed,
we have shown that if the cuto function is the same for both these elds, the percolation
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Figure 5. Dependence of jcj on   (=M)2 in the presence of dissipation with a smooth
Gaussian cuto (see eq. (5.8)) with n = 0; 1; 2 and the same values of the parameters as in gures 3
and 4, i.e. R = R = 10
 12 and g = 1. Symbols correspond to numerical data while the solid lines
correspond to the theoretical prediction c / (=M)n+1=2 coming from expanding in  for  1.
The dashed lines correspond to eq. (5.5), i.e. to the values approached by c for  1. Note that,
these values depend on n while the violation is suppressed for M  .
on the fermion is completely suppressed, at least up to one loop in perturbation theory.
Clearly, unsuppressed percolation are anyhow present on the scalar due to fermionic loops.
In this respect, the case with unequal scalar and fermion masses m and m , respectively,
and in particular with m  m is the most physically interesting. Indeed, in an EFT
approach, the heavy scalar has to be traced out for describing low-energy physics which, in
this way, becomes unaected by the unsuppressed percolation on the scalar eld, at least
at this order in perturbation theory.
In sections 4 and 5 we have considered the case in which a scale M of LIV and a scale
 are present, where  is a LI cuto representing the scale of validity of the EFT. In
particular, we assume that between such a Planck scale M (setting the Lorentz breaking)
and the low-energy physics there exist some extra (per se, see section 1) Lorentz invariant
physics. The LI cuto  has been introduced via both a sharp and a smooth cuto
function in Euclidean momentum space. We have shown that if these two scales are well
separated, i.e.   M , the percolation is suppressed. While this result could have been
expected on mathematical and physical ground, we determine here the scaling behaviour
of the percolation for various MDR: in particular in section 4 we consider the case in which
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=M  1 with various modied dispersion relations  given by eq. (4.1). Heuristically
this case is expected to be equivalent to the one investigated in refs. [6, 16] due to the fact
that the MDRs themselves act as cutos. Indeed, it can be seen from eq. (4.2) that we
nd an unsuppressed percolation but the value of the corresponding c (up to one loop)
depends on the detail of the MDR, a fact that was not noticed in previous discussions.
Secondly, we consider the case of =M  1 and show that the percolation depends linearly
on =M to the power with which M appears in the MDR, see gures 3 and 4, a fact which
is quite interesting from the phenomenological point of view. Indeed, most available models
of quantum gravity seem to preserve CPT symmetry: this means that CPT odd operators
appearing in the MDR are disfavored whereas CPT even mass dimension 5 or 6 operators
can be shown to give negligible contributions or terms of the type p4=M2 [1]. In this case,
we have shown that one could expect a possibly strong suppression of the form 2=M2.
If nally M is identied with the Planck mass and we consider a constraint on the LIV
dimensionless parameter of the order of 10 18 (from constraints on the neutrino-electron
sector of the SM, see ref. [51]) we see that the EFT scale  has to be simply less than
1010 GeV for evading current constraints.
Last but not least, we have considered also the instance in which the scalar eld is
aected by dissipation. This case has not been treated extensively in the literature in spite
of the fact that interesting phenomenology can be extracted by allowing dissipative MDR
(see refs. [29, 50]) and that from the theoretical point of view dissipation must be present
if LIV arises dynamically [29]. In section 5 (see eq. (5.4) and the discussion thereof) we
found the unexpected result that no percolation of these dissipative eects occurs, i.e. that
no imaginary contribution emerges as a consequence of the LIV percolation, neither in c
of the fermion nor in its mass, as the one-loop correction to it turns out to be real (see
appendix E). Accordingly, the mass correction does not imply a stringent constraint on the
LIV percolation. Moreover, we also show that a separation of scales suppresses again the
LIV percolation in the same fashion as it does in the purely dispersive case of section 4,
see gure 5. While the idea that separation of scales can prevent unsuppressed LIV is not
entirely new, our work highlights in a pedagogical way how such a mechanism works while
extending it to the interesting case of eld theories with eective dissipation. We hope
that the present work will stimulate further investigation in this direction in a near future.
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A Calculation of traces
Here we calculate the trace appearing on the last line of eq. (2.9) which determines the
values of caa. In order to do so we use the following relations involving the LIV fermion
propagator G, the standard fermion propagator S0, the cuto function f(k
2=2) and the
LIV cuto  (these quantities are introduced in the main text after eq. (2.8)):
@G(k)
@ka
=
@S0(k)
@ka
f + S0(k)
@f(k2=2)
@ka
; (A.1)
@S0(k)
@ka
= iaa

a
k2  m2   2k
a =k +m
(k2  m2)2

; (A.2)
@f
@ka
=
2ka
2
f 0(k2=2)(1  a0) ; (A.3)
where ab is the Minkowski metric and ab is the usual Kronecker delta. For simplicity,
in these expressions we do not write explicitly the +i factors which characterises the
denominators of propagators, as they are inconsequential for the present discussion. Using
the above relations it is possible to express explicitly @G(k)=@ka. Inserting this expression
in the trace and using the properties of gamma matrices we end up with
tr

@G(k)
@ka
@G(k)
@ka

= 16(ka)2(k2 +m2) (A.4)


f 0 (1  a0)
2(k2  m2)2 +
f2
(k2  m2)2  
2f 0 f
2(k2  m2)3 aa(1  a0)

+ 4aa
f2
(k2  m2)2
+ 16(ka)2
f aa
(k2  m2)

f 0(1  a0)
(k2  m2)   aa
f
(k2  m2)2

;
which is used in section 2.2.
B Useful integrals for sections 2 and 3
Here we collect some formulas which are used throughout the paper, in particular in
eqs. (2.9) and (3.14) in order to derive eqs. (2.12), (2.13), (3.15) and (3.17).
In particular, concerning the integrals in section 2, let us indicate
In 
Z 1
 1
dk0
2
1
((k0)2 + k2 +m2)n
=
Z 1
 1
dk0
2
1 
(k0)2 +A
n ; (B.1)
where we are working in the Euclidean space, where A  k2 +m2 and k is the spatial three
momentum. These kind of integrals are needed for calculating c11 according to eq. (2.9),
taking into account also eq. (A.4). They can be explicitly calculated and in particular one
nds
I1 =
1
2
p
A
; I2 =
1
4A3=2
; I3 =
3
16A5=2
; I4 =
5
32A7=2
: (B.2)
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For calculating c00 from the same expressions, instead, we need also the following integrals
which, in turn, can be expressed in terms of the previous ones:Z
dk0
2
(k0)2 
(k0)2 +A
3 = I2  AI3 = 116A3=2 ; (B.3)Z
dk0
2
(k0)2
k2  m2 
(k0)2 +A
3 = (I2  AI3)  2m2(I3  AI4) = 116A3=2 (1 m2A 1) ;
which are used in deriving eq. (2.12).
Concerning section 3, instead, in order to calculate the k0 integration which leads to
eqs. (3.15) and (3.17) from eq. (3.14) we have used the following identities,Z 1
 1
dk0
2
(k0)2 
(k0)2 +A
2 
(k0)2 +B
 = 1
4
p
A(
p
A+
p
B)2
; (B.4)
Z 1
 1
dk0
2
1 
(k0)2 +A
2 
(k0)2 +B
 = (2pA+pB)
4A3=2(
p
A+
p
B)2
p
B
; (B.5)Z 1
 1
dk0
2
1 
(k0)2 +A
2 
(k0)2 +B
 = 1
2(A
p
B +
p
AB)
; (B.6)
where A = k2 +m2 and B = k
2 +m2. Note that these relations hold also for the case with
modied dispersion relations (MDR) discussed in section 4 with suitable corresponding
denition of A and B.
C Asymptotic behaviours
In this appendix we demonstrate eqs. (4.2) and (5.5) concerning the asymptotic behaviour
of c for m ;  M in the case in which the scale M of the MDR (see eq. (4.1)) is the
only cuto scale present, with the additional assumption that   M when the LI cuto
scale  is also present.
C.1 Dispersive case
Let us consider eq. (4.4), rescale the momenta by M and consider the case in which M
and m ; M ; for convenience hereafter we assume m = m = 0, then we have
c =   g
2
43
Z 1
0
dy
Z 
0
d sin2 
cos2   (sin2 )=3
y + y1+n sin2+2n 
   g
2
43
I ; (C.1)
where we dened y = k2=M2. The integral on y runs up to 1 both in the case with a
sharp and smooth cuto as we are anyhow interested in the limit =M  1. Moreover we
will see that the result is actually determined by the behaviour of the integrand around
y = 0 which is not aected by the way the cuto is imposed. The integral I dened in
eq. (C.1) can be regularised by introducing a  > 0
I = lim
!0
Z 1

dy
Z 
0
d
P()
y + y1+nC
; (C.2)
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where we dened C = sin2+2n  and
P() = sin2  cos2   (sin2 )=3 : (C.3)
Note that C > 0 and Z 
0
dP() = 2
Z =2
0
dP() = 0 : (C.4)
Let us rst consider the integral over y, which is logarithmically divergent as ! 0. In factZ 1

dy
1
y + y1+nC
=
Z 1
C1=n
d
1
+1+n
(C.5)
=   log +
Z 1
0
d

1
+1+n
  1


+
Z 1
1
d
1
+1+n
  1
n
logC +O() ;
where on the rst line  = C1=ny, while on the second one we have taken the limit  ! 0
of the rst integral since it is nite for n > 0. The rst three terms on the last line do not
depend on  and due to eq. (C.4), they do not contribute to I in eq. (C.2), while the last
term yields
I =  2n+ 1
n
Z 
0
dP() log(sin) : (C.6)
This integral can be calculated by using its symmetry around  = =2, the change of
variable x = sin, and the fact that log x = lim!0(x   1)=, which allows us to express
I in terms of
i 
Z 1
0
dx
xp
1  x2 =
p

2
 
 
1+
2

 
 
1 + 2
 ( >  1) ; (C.7)
and conclude that
I =
n+ 1
n

12
: (C.8)
Accordingly,
c =   g
2
482
n+ 1
n
; (C.9)
in accordance with eq. (4.2). Note that, as anticipated, the integral I is essentially deter-
mined by the algebraic singularity of the integrand as a function of y ! 0 and this shows
that the eventual result is independent of how the LI cuto  is actually imposed, as this
aects the integrand only at y ' 1.
C.2 Dissipative case
Equation (5.5) can be derived from eq. (5.4) by following the same steps as above. Indeed,
eq. (5.4) can be written as (as we are interested in the IR limit we set m ; = 0)
c =   g
2
23
Z 1
0
dy
Z =2
0
d
P()
y + y3=2+n sin2+2n  cos
   g
2
23
~I ; (C.10)
where we dened y = k2=M2 and P() is given in eq. (C.3). Dening now sin2+2n  cos 
C we see that the y-integration in ~I is formally analogous to the one in I dened in eq. (C.2)
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and has a decomposition similar to eq. (C.5) with n! n+ 1=2. Then, using eq. (C.4) we
remain with only the angular part to be computed. This is given byZ =2
0
dP()(2n+ 2) log(sin) + log(cos) : (C.11)
The rst term is the one already computed in eq. (C.6), giving  (2n + 2)=48 while the
second term is analogously evaluated to be =16. The nal result is then
c =   g
2
22(n+ 1=2)

2n  1
48

=   g
2
482
n  1=2
n+ 1=2
;
in accordance with eq. (5.5). Again, as before, the entire contribution to the integral ~I
comes from the region of integration around y = 0 and this shows that the result is actually
independent of how the LI cuto  is imposed.
D Useful integrals for sections 4 and 5
In this appendix we report the results for the integrals in eqs. (4.7) and (5.7). In particular
for the former we need to determine the following integral
Qn(R; R ) 
Z 1
0
dy
2
y3+n
(y +R )2(y +R)2
; (D.1)
where R ;  0. Note that Qn can be calculated as
Qn(R ; R) =
@2
@R @R
Sn(R )  Sn(R)
R  R where Sn(R; ) 
Z 1
0
dy
2
y3+n
y +R; 
;
(D.2)
the remaining integral Sn is simpler and can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric
2F1 functions. However, for convenience, we omit the lengthy explicit expression of the
resulting Qn(R ; R), which can straightforwardly determined as explained above. Here
we only note that when both elds are massless, i.e. R ; = 0 its expression is particularly
simple: Qn(0; 0) = 1=(2n).
Concerning eq. (5.7), instead, we would like to calculate the following integralZ 1
0
dy
2
yn+7=2
(y +R )2(y +R)2
; (D.3)
which actually corresponds to Qn+1=2(R; R ) dened above. Accordingly, it can also be
expressed in terms of Sn+1=2(R; ) as in eq. (D.2) and, in turn, in terms of hypergeometric
2F1 functions. For convenience, we do not report its lengthy expression here but only quote
the value eq. (D.3) takes in the massless case R; = 0, i.e. Qn+1=2(0; 0) = 1=(2n+ 1).
E Reality and pole structure in the dissipative case
In this appendix we analyze the location of the poles and the possibility of performing the
Wick rotation in section 5. Moreover, we discuss also the correction to the mass of the
fermion arising in the dissipative case due to its self-energy.
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First, we study the location of the poles of the integrand and the reality of the following
integral
i
Z 1
0
d!
!2 + k
2
3
(!2   k2  m2 + i)2

!2   k2  m2 + i+ i! k
2+2n
M1+2n
 ; (E.1)
which is relevant for the discussion in section 5 (see eq. (5.3)). Note that the primitive of
this integral (which does not show any singularity within the domain of integration, as long
as  6= 0) can be calculated explicitly (however, we do not report here its lengthy expression)
and one can show that in the limit ! 0+ the corresponding integral is indeed nite and
real. In addition its subsequent integration in k (see eq. (5.3)) is nite and therefore this
limit can be taken from the outset. The location of the poles of the integrand in the
complex !-plane, is easy to determine by studying the zeros of the denominator. Doing so
it turns out that the poles are always located outside the region with both Re[!] and Im[!]
positive in such a way that the integral on a close contour entirely within this region gives
zero due to Cauchy's theorem. Now given the structure of the integrand it is easy to see
that on the arch of circumference of large radius 
 which lies within that rst quadrant,
the integral is bounded by  1=
3, so that it vanishes in the limit 
 ! 1. Then we can
Wick rotate the integral in eq. (E.1), obtaining nally
 
Z 1
0
d!
!2   k23
(+!2 + k2 +m2 )
2

!2 + k2 +m2 + !
k2+2n
M1+2n
 ; (E.2)
which is used for deriving eq. (5.4).
Mass correction. The same reasoning as above can be applied for studying the correc-
tion to the fermion mass. The latter is encoded in 1(0) of eq. (3.6) (considering in this
case a dissipative term in the scalar propagator, see eq. (5.1), with f = ~f = 1), i.e.
  ig2
Z 1
0
dk
(2)3
4k2
Z 1
 1
d!
2
1
(!2   k2  m2 + i)(!2   k2  m2 + i+ ij!jk2+2n=M1+2n)
:
(E.3)
The symmetry under ! !  ! of the integrand and the same splitting of the integral as
the one invoked in deriving eq. (5.3) can be used in this expression in order to arrive at
  8ig2
Z 1
0
dk
(2)3
k2
Z 1
0
d!
2
1
(!2   k2  m2 + i)(!2   k2  m2 + i+ i!k2+2n=M1+2n)
:
(E.4)
At this point it is again possible to calculate the primitive of the !-integral and show that
in the limit  ! 0 the whole expression is real. The poles of the integrand are located
at the same positions as above and this permit again to perform the Wick rotation. The
successive integration in k is nite (apart from the case in which both elds are massless for
which there is an IR divergence, as expected). This shows that the mass does not acquire
an imaginary part (at least at one loop).
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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